NEW QUOTES TO ADD
“The modern tradition of equating death with an ensuing nothingness can be
abandoned. For there is no reason to believe that human death severs the quality
of the oneness in the universe.” – Larry Dossey, MD
The opposite of DEATH is BIRTH--- not ‘life.’ Life is consciousness, and that is
eternal. (Eckhart Tolle)
Different planes of existence represent different frequencies of consciousness.
You can only see what you vibrate/resonate to.
The ‘sleep of the soul’ is to shed attachments. The strength of its attachments,
determine the length of this sleep.
AWARENESS breaks the cycle!
We are born to exhaust the force of desire. When a soul has worked out its
Karma, it loses all earthly desires. Same-sex groups help keep focus off earthly
distractions.
The universe exploded into existence 14 billion years ago, and started the cosmic
clock going. The common, and incorrect notion of time, is based on eternity.
VIRTUAL REALITY: simply, that a nonphysical region must exist to give birth to the
physical universe.
RESIDUAL SELF-MEMORY
At death, personality and memory begin to fade (brain functions) but the sense of
“I” remains, which moves on.
Dr. van Lommel: consc. In the absence of brain activity.
Consc. Is not in the brain. It resides with our “I” being, imprinted within the fabric
of the ZPF.

“There are two paths in Life: the path of wisdom and the path of ignorance. The
path of wisdom is to pursue the Self. The path of ignorance is to pursue Pleasure.
The ignorant fall into the clutches of Death, because their path was passing
illusion. But the Self is forever, untouchable. Death can only touch that which is
illusion.” [Vedic proverb]
“The worst afterlife I can imagine is hell. The second worst may be heaven.”
[Chopra]
Only the wise know the secret that God was created to do our bidding, not we to
do His.” {Vedantic]
DOUBT has the advantage of opening new possibilities.
What keeps life fascinating, is the constant creativity of the soul.
Hell is the suffering you think you deserve.
The SOUL is: constant, “I,” untouched by change.
When the Afterlife becomes real, the physical world will become a dream.
“At death, the dead person--- suddenly confronted with an unknown situation--searches inside for familiar landmarks: deceased relatives, recognizable voices, a
divine light, the presence of a Fatherly/Motherly god. In other words, we all have
a built-in map that we consult at death, to point the way.” In modern physics, this
is called a feedback loop. [Chopra: LIFE AFTER DEATH]
Whatever our dream is right now in Life, that dream continues in Death.
Only pre-fabricated religion is about being ‘comfortable’ all the time.
The choices we make build invisible barriers that only we can take down.
In Vedic philosophy, there are “wisps of memory” in the Akasha, information
floating around until it finds a place to attach itself.

Have you ever noticed: a colorful sunset, a special hug, a great work of art, a
scrumptious meal? But what makes the moment special isn’t the physical thing--it’s the sudden crossing-over into a subtle world.
Death can be turned away with two words: “I am.”
“I am” is the still, small point which watches all.
The Vedics’ three worlds:
CALAS: filled with physical objects. (strict laws)
FLUIDITY: filled with subtle objects. (fluid laws)
NWYVRE: filled with pure consciousness. (the law of possibility, the Law of One)
The SOUL is impersonal; it is a being with no added qualities, no content. It is
your Zero Point. Not YOU, but the center around which you form.
The secret is: one has to master the subtle worlds, in order to let go of the
physical.
You must accept the limitations of whichever world you buy into.
When we die, we are forced to lose everything. But death cannot touch what is
real. Whatever you are afraid to lose is unreal. [Vedanta]
DEVATA EFFECT: the ability of consciousness to turn invisible insights into physical
reality. (angels, demons, gods change over time, as human imagination changes).
Great Mythos, like Napoleon or Cleopatra, affect the recollections of an entire
society. People often remember being them in a past life, when in fact their lives
were simply touched by the the mythos.
MATTER winks in and out of existence so rapidly that it looks solid and permanent.
But in fact, it is not. We simply cannot catch the transition. All matter is
transitory, oscillating in and out of the void (ZPF), giving the illusion of solidity, but

never quite being the same upon re-emergence. Thus time, space and other basic
properties of matter change and evolve.
Eastern or Western belief? Reincarnation may be a question of choice.
CONVERGENCE: of witness. Children remembering past lives, NDE & OBE
experience all agree on afterlife details.
The function of MEMORY is closely attached to strong emotions.
Positive and negative experiences condition the Mind to view the world in a
particular light, and the brain then adapts.
UNDERSTANDING is symbolized by Light.
All of us can take an active role in how and if we reincarnate.
IDEALISM- the belief that nature begins in the subtle realms of the spirit.
Just as religion has no competency in physics, science has no competency in
spiritual issues.
IS THE PATTERN REAL?
DOES THE MIND EXTEND BEYOND THE BRAIN?
IS THE UNIVERSE AWARE?
DOES CONSCIOUSNESS EXIST OUTSIDE SPACE AND TIME?
CAN BELIEF SHAPE REALITY?
Looking at UNSOLVED MYSTERIES is our best compass.
ZPF- the switching station between existence and nothingness. This works as long
as the sum total of matter and energy is kept in balance. The place where
something is arranging random events into meaningfulness. The ZPF ‘remembers.’
It communicates outside of space or time. It acts like a great Mind. Organizes. A
bridge between mind and matter. The root of consciousness.

We are embedded in the FIELD. We do not leave it when we die. If we did, we
would be the only thing in Nature to do so. Would this seem right?
The fact that chaos doesn’t totally dominate existence remains a huge mystery
solvable only through the FIELD.
“Because the Pattern contains all things, it also contains us; we cannot step
outside it to see it. That puts us to the same disadvantage as a fish trying to prove
the ocean in made of water.
PK: stats, SCHMIDT 10 million to one against, Robert Jahn 1 trillion to one against
[p204].
The material world is projected from a nonmaterial source. The invisible world
comes first; it contains the seeds of space and time. Reality increases the closer
we get to the source. [Vedanta]
The closer scientists get to showing that the FIELD is intelligent, the more credible
our survival of death.
When we die, none of our mind-body information will vanish--- because it can’t.
But they can recombine. If an oxygen atom could speak, for example, it might
describe the ‘miracle’ of transformation when it bonded with Hydrogen to form
water… a new life in the oceans, clouds, rivers and glaciers. Yet the atom is still
itself--- it has simply learned a new way to relate to the world.
We constantly access FIELD memory and assume we are accessing our brains.
Memory seems to be a holographic Field effect.
A compass needle moves because it is responding to a field effect. What if the
same is true for brain activity?
Joseph Chilton Pearce (The Biology of Transcendence): savants evidence for Fieldtapping. Automobile savant, one glance at a parking lot and can tell make, model

& year of every car in it--- without being able to read. (p226) Current Julliard
prodigy has 4 ‘channels’ to turn to, to dictate music compositions. RTL is the
junction.
No fact or event is perceived by itself.
The highest form of human intelligence, is to observe oneself without judgment.
This is called ‘witnessing.’
Don’t defend an “I” that you know is just temporary.
At death, we become the ‘I am.’
THE FIELD/Pattern:
…works as a whole.
…correlates distant events instantly.
…remembers all events.
…exists beyond space and time.
…creates entirely within itself.
…expands and evolves.
…is conscious.
THE CRACK/gap: Consciousness is embedded into all of Nature through the
space/Nwyvre between every particle. That space is the creative interface at the
heart of creation.

